The three current bubble chamber experiments on charmed particle lifetimes are compared. Their most recently released results are discussed.
Although single charmed decay vertices have been seen in bubble chambers before, this discussion will cover the three current experiments.
Two are at CERN and the third at SLAC. All use bubble chambers with relatively high resolution photographic techniques, coupled with downstream detector systems, and can measure lifetimes from decay length distributions.
The interest in such experiments increased after initial comparisons of the D' and Do lifetimes.
Theory, following the standard model, supposed that charmed particle decays would be dominated by processes involving AC = AS = 1 transitions of the charmed quark. Relevant diagrams are given in Fig. 1 . An obvious consequence was that T(Df) = I'(D'> = I '(Ff) , and that the semileptonic branching ratios should be the same. By comparison with muon decay a charmed lifetime could be obtained, f N 5 X lo-l3 set, in general agreement with what is found.
Hard gluon effects calculated in leading log approximation did not substantially change these expectations. Calculations allowed ratios r(D')/r(D') = 1.7 w 7, depending on quark masses and coupling constants, with a preference for the range 2-3 or so.
It should be noticed that the diagram Fig. 4 could similarly enhance the F decay, but this enhancement may be less marked, so that T(D') x r(F').
A different viewpoint sees the D+ decay suppressed relative to the Do and e decays. This is a "sextet dominance" models which hypothesizes an enhancement of diagrams lb) relative to la ionization of slow tracks in the chamber liquid. Even in this experiment the charmed decay track identification was limited to -30% of tracks.
When full reconstruction was possible, mass resolutions were -10 MeV/c2 for the hydrogen experiments, but considerably poorer for the heavy liquid experiment which used a streamer chamber for momentum analysis.
The resolution was a factor of two worse when no's were involved.
These were measured in the lead glass arrays behind the two hydrogen experiments.
It may be seen that the LEBC experiment had a relatively large number of showers from which to extract its go signal, both because of its higher ITO production and larger acceptance solid angle. The 350 GeV/c momenta of the hadron beams of the CERN experiments also introduce a noteworthy difference in the topology of the events. Fig. 9 , may be compared with those of the other experiments.
The contrast has been slightly enhanced for ease of reproduction.
As seen in a) and b), charmed events can be topologically very simple. Indeed the majority of D+ decays are "kinks" as in a). However, mostly because of the large amount of missing energy, these are presently not used in the lifetime analyses. V" topologies, like kinks, can be from strange particle decays. In both cases, events whose kinematics show they might be strange decays must be cut from the sample.
In Fig. SC> , a difficulty is illustrated. In a few events it is impossible to be sure which vertex (there are three!) several of the tracks come from. Thus it is possible, in this event, to reconstruct a AZ and E" -but not at the same time since the two hypotheses use common tracks.
Another problem occurs in the event in Fig. 9d ). Although topologically clear, the three-prong decay -which has a II and a K identified -can be reconstructed as a D+ or F+ depending on whether the third track is a R or a K. This ambiguity is characteristic of charmed vertex reconstruction. It is ameliorated by improved mass resolution and track identification, and will improve also when one feels confident in the mass of the F, and perlizps with better knowledge of the branching ratios. The event in Fig. 9e) In the other experiments it should be substantially less. It is then necessary to define geometrical limits within which the charm detection efficiency is high and uniform. When tracks from a decay, projected back towards the originai interaction, seem to miss it by more than about twice the track width, the scanners pick up the events efficiently.
All groups agree on this.
(The observed least distance of approach is termed the impact distance.) In some analyses a minimum flight length of 0.5 or 1 mm is required to reduce the reconstruction ambiguities from track overlap. Given a clean sample, the lifetime comes from flight length and momentum.
Of course the flight length must be corrected for the minimum distance the charmed particle must travel before it could be detected and accepted into the sample. The momentum is a more difficult problem. Figure 10 shows that selecting a IT' from pairs of y rays is not without background risks. Figure 11 shows that, when three-prong decays are selected to have some combination giving a charged D mass, If the wrong one is chosen the charmed particle momentum will in general be wrongly estimated.
Because of worries that this situation is pr?sently inadequately understood, the SLAC collaboration used a different procedure.
At least at SLAC energies the visible momentum is usually within a factor of -2 of the maximum possible momentum of the decaying particle. Therefore an estimate of the momentum cannot be wrong by too much (given the overall uncertainties on the lifetime).
The estimate comes from l/P EST = WPVIS + 1/pMA$/2. This estimate is then simulated in a Monte Carlo representation of the experiment. Carlos have been compared with the data and represent it very well.
The momentum representation is particularly important and examples of total visible momentum and decay vertex visible momentum plots are given in Fig. 12 .
It is interesting to compare this with the broad momentum distributions for the D' and Do events from the EHS (LEBC) collaboration (Fig. 13) This system has already had its first run. The SHF collaboration also plans to run again with improved track resolution-and particle identification.
In two years or so these groups should statistically better their first experiments but with substantially improved systematics.
I wish to thank my various colleagues in the SLAC collaboration, and particularly Dr. G. Kalmus, for useful discussions about this topic.
